This paper discusses semantic processing using the Hidden Vector State (HVS) model. The HVS model extends the basic discrete Markov model by encoding context in each state as a vector. State transitions are then factored into a stack shift operation similar to those of a push-down automaton followed by a push of a new preterminal semantic category label. The key feature of the model is that it can capture hierarchical structure without the use of treebank data for training.
Introduction
Semantic processing is one of the key elements in spoken dialogue systems. It involves extracting meanings from recognized word strings and inferring user's dialogue acts or information goals based on the recognized semantic concepts and preceding dialogue context. Traditionally, semantic parser systems have been built using hand-crafted semantic grammar rules. Word patterns corresponding to semantic tokens are used to fill slots in semantic frames and the frame with for most practical applications. In a sense, the flat-concept model and the hierarchical model represent opposite ends of the spectrum (Young, 2002b) . The former is simple and robust to train but it cannot represent hierarchical structure. On the other hand, the latter can successfully capture the nested structures of semantic concepts, but only when provided with large treebanks for training.
The work in this paper attempts to address this problem by seeking a compromise between the flat-concept model and the fully recursive model. It is motivated by the hypothesis that a suitably constrained hierarchical model may be trainable without treebank data whilst simultaneously retaining sufficient ability to capture the hierarchical structure need to robustly extract task domain semantics. One possible constraint is to restrict the underlying generation process to be strictly right-branching (Young, 2002a) . Such a constrained hierarchical model can be conveniently implemented using a Hidden Vector State (HVS) model which extends the flat-concept HMM model by expanding each state to encode the stack of a push-down automaton. This allows the model to efficiently encode hierarchical context, but because stack operations are highly constrained it avoids the tractability issues associated with full context-free stochastic models such as the hierarchical HMM. As will be shown later, such a model is indeed trainable using only lightly annotated data and furthermore, it offers considerable performance gains compared to the flat concept model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses some general issues in the design of statistical models for semantic processing and describes some reasonable assumptions relating to the training of statistical models for practical applications. Section 3 then presents a general finite-state tagger (FST) to serve as a baseline for evaluation purposes. Section 4 discusses the HVS model and presents the mathematical framework. It also explains how the HVS model can be trained from minimally annotated data. An experimental evaluation using both the ATIS and the DARPA Communicator Travel tasks is then presented in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Semantic processing

General requirements
In the simple task oriented spoken dialogue systems which form the focus of our current work, each user utterance is converted to a dialogue act containing a set of attribute-value pairs such as REQUEST ¼ flights, FROMLOC ¼ Boston, etc The goal of the semantic processing component is to annotate each natural language input so as to allow these attribute-value pairs to be extracted by a simple deterministic task-independent process.
A particularly simple form of annotation results from mapping each word w in an utterance W into a single discrete concept c. For example, the utterance ''Show me flights from Boston to New York'' might be encoded as DUMMY(show me) FLIGHT(flights) FROMLOC(from) CITY(Boston) TOLOC(to) CITY (New York) where FLIGHT, FROMLOC, and TOLOC are semantic concepts(tags) and irrelevant input words such as ''show me'' are mapped into the DUMMY tag and subsequently discarded. This is the flat concept model mentioned in the introduction. Although it works surprisingly well on simple tasks, one obvious drawback of the model is that it cannot directly represent hierarchical dominance relationships and hence in the example above, the role of Boston can only be inferred from its proximity to FROMLOC. The mapping of the annotation to the attribute-value pair FROM-LOC ¼ Boston requires heuristics which quickly break in the face of more complex nested sentence structures. A more complex encoding will preserve the hierarchical structure of the sentence as in DUMMY(show me) FLIGHT(flights FROMLOC(from CITY(Boston)) TOLOC(to CITY(New York))) In this case, the unambiguous extraction of the attribute-value pairs is now relatively straightforward but at the cost of considerable additional complexity in the parser.
Design of statistical semantic parsing models
Semantic parsing can be viewed as a pattern recognition problem and statistical decoding can be used to find the most likely semantic representation given a model and an observed word sequence W ¼ ðw 1 Á Á Á w T Þ. If we assume that the hidden data take the form of a semantic parse tree C then the model should be a push-down automata which can generate the pair < W ; C > through some canonical sequence of moves
For the general case of an unconstrained hierarchical model, D will consist of three types of probabilistic move: 1. popping semantic category labels off the stack; 2. pushing a non-terminal semantic category label onto the stack; 3. generating the next word.
For the special constrained case of the flat concept model, the stack is effectively depth one and < W ; C > is built by repeatedly popping one label off the stack, pushing one new label onto the stack and then generating the next word. Given this framework, it is straightforward to postulate alternative forms of constraint. In particular, this paper considers the constrained form of automata where the stack is finite depth and < W ; C > is built by repeatedly popping 0 to n labels off the stack, pushing exactly one new label onto the stack and then generating the next word. This constrained form of automata implements a right-branching parser.
In practice, conditional independence can be used to reduce the number of parameters needed to manageable proportions. As in conventional statistical language modelling, this involves defining an equivalence function U which groups move sequences into equivalent classes. Thus, the final generic parsing model is:
A statistical model requires a large training corpus in order to reliably estimate model parameters. If the training corpus is fully annotated, then model parameters can simply be estimated through event counting and smoothing. In practice, however, the provision of fully annotated data is not realistic. Training from unannotated or partially annotated corpora is therefore crucial for practical applications. The next section discusses what forms of training data annotation it is reasonable to assume will be, or can be made, available for spoken dialogue systems.
Training assumptions
Before training a statistical semantic parsing model from unannotated data, it is natural to ask what kinds of a priori knowledge can be easily provided by the dialogue designer. There are two obvious possibilities:
• A set of domain specific lexical classes. For example, in an air travel domain, it is possible to group all airline names into one single class AIRLINE_NAME. Such domain specific classes can normally be extracted automatically from the application domain database schema.
• Abstract semantic annotation for each utterance. Such an annotation need only list a set of valid semantic concepts and the dominance relationships between them without considering the actual realized concept sequence or attempting to identify explicit word/concept pairs. The provision of abstract annotations implies that the dialogue designer must define the semantics that are encoded in each training utterance but need not provide an utterance level parse. It effectively defines the required input-output mapping whilst avoiding the need for expensive tree-bank style annotations. For example, in an air travel domain, a dialogue system designer may define the following hierarchical semantic relationships:
Having defined such a set of hierarchical semantic relationships, annotation is simply a method of associating the appropriate semantics with each training utterance and does not require any linguistic skills. For example, when building a system from scratch, a dialogue designer can take each possible abstract schema in turn and give examples of corresponding natural language forms, as in RETURN(TOLOC(CITY(X)) ON(DATE(D))) ! 1. I would like to return to X on D. 2. I wanna return on D to X. 3. I want to return to X on D.
Alternatively, if a corpus of representative user utterances are already available, perhaps obtained via Wizard-of-Oz style data collection, then each utterance can easily be tagged with the appropriate abstract annotation as in ''I want to return on Thursday to Dallas'' RETURN(TOLOC(CITY(Dallas)) ON(DATE(Thursday))) In the training data used for the evaluations reported later in this paper corpora of real user utterances were used. Annotation was done by extract abstract semantics from the accompanied SQL reference queries or the available parse results by a rule-based semantic parser which is essentially similar to the annotation method described in the latter case.
Note finally that no assumptions are made regarding access to any syntactic information, neither explicitly via grammar rules nor implicitly via syntactic treebank data.
The finite-state semantic model
This section briefly describes a general finite-state tagger (FST) of the type used in CHRONUS (Levin and Pieraccini, 1995) mentioned in Section 1. This model is used as a baseline for evaluating the HVS model described in the subsequent sections.
Overview of the FST model
An FST model treats the generation of a spoken sentence as an HMM-like process whose hidden states correspond to semantic concepts and outputs correspond to individual words in the utterance. Fig. 1 shows an example of a parse C output using an FST model. Each word is tagged with a single discrete semantic concept label and the utterance is enclosed by sentence start and end markers, sent_start and sent_end, to enable the prediction of the first and last word in the utterance. The corresponding semantic tags for them are SS and SE respectively.
Note that if required, the output of the FST can be trivially converted to a well-formed parse tree simply by adding a sentence tag dominating all FST state tags.
Definition of the FST model
Given a vocabulary V and a word sequence W ¼ ðw 1 Á Á Á w T Þ where w t 2 V, assume that each word w t is tagged with one semantic concept label c t , to give the sequence C ¼ ðc 1 Á Á Á c T Þ where c t 2 T and T denotes the semantic concept space. The FST model can then compute the required joint distribution P ðW ; CÞ as follows where each move d t in the generic form of Eq. (1) is realised by first generating a concept label c t given the concept history and then generating the corresponding word w t given c t and the word history:
In practice, following Eq. (2), the history is truncated to be of finite length: 
If n ¼ 1 and m ¼ 2, this becomes a conventional first order Markov model with words modelled as a unigram conditioned on the semantic concept c t and state transitions given by concept bigram probabilities.
Training the FST model
If fully labelled training data is available, then the parameters of an FST can be estimated by simple frequency counting. However, in this paper we assume that only word class information and utterance level abstract semantics of the form described in Section 2.3 are available for training. In this case, the training procedure for an FST model consists of three steps: preprocessing, parameter initialization, and parameter re-estimation.
The preprocessing step first replaces class members found in the training utterances with their corresponding class names. The abstract annotation associated with each utterance is then expanded to form a sequence of concept labels. Note that the abstract annotations for the FST model do not provide any hierarchical dominance relationships, they simply list out valid semantic concepts that can appear in the parse results. Furthermore, as in the example below, the order of the concept labels is not necessarily monotonic relative to the actual word order.
For example, the abstract annotation RETURN(TOLOC(CITY(Dallas)) ON(DATE(Thursday))) mentioned in Section 2.3 corresponding to the utterance ''I want to return on Thursday to Dallas'' would be expanded to the concept sequence.
1
RETURN TOLOC TOLOC.CITY ON ON.DATE
The parameters of the FST model include output vectors for each state and a state transition matrix. The size of the semantic concept space determines the total number of distinct states whilst the vocabulary size determines the output vector size. The parameter initialization step simply initializes all of the parameters to be identical.
Finally, the parameter re-estimation step uses the forward-backward algorithm to estimate parameters. Note that this is different from CHRONUS where maximum likelihood estimation based on relative frequency counts on a fully annotated ATIS training set was used. There are no explicit word level annotations in our training corpora, hence parameter estimation based on event counts cannot be used and forward-backward estimation must be applied instead. The same situation applies to parameter estimation on the hidden vector state model which will be discussed in the next section. Two constraints are applied during the estimation process. First, for each utterance, a state transition is only allowed if both incoming and outgoing states can be found in the corresponding semantic annotation. Second, if the observed word is a class name (such as CITY), then only semantic concepts (states) which contain this class name can be associated with the word (eg TOLOC.CITY, FROMLOC.CITY but not FROMLOC). In addition, in order to cater for irrelevant words, the DUMMY tag is allowed everywhere. That is, state transitions from or to the DUMMY state are always allowed.
The Hidden Vector State model
This section describes the HVS model. First the overall structure of the HVS model is outlined, then the model parameters are defined. Finally, procedures by which the model can be trained using minimally annotated training data are presented.
Overview of the HVS model
Consider the semantic parse tree shown in Fig. 2 , the semantic information relating to each word is completely described by the sequence of semantic concept labels extending from the preterminal node to the root node. If these semantic concept labels are stored as a single vector, then the parse tree can be transformed into a sequence of vector states as shown in the lower portion of Fig. 2 . For example, the word Dallas is described by the semantic vector [CITY,TOLOC, RETURN, SS]. Viewing each vector state as a hidden variable, the whole parse tree can be converted into a first order vector state Markov model, this is the HVS model.
Each vector state is in fact equivalent to a snapshot of the stack in a push-down automaton. Indeed, given some maximum depth of the parse tree, any PCFG formalism can be converted to a first-order vector state Markov model. If we view each vector state as a stack, then state transitions may be factored into a stack shift by n positions followed by a push of one or more new preterminal semantic concepts relating to the next input word. If such operations are unrestricted, then the state space will grow exponentially and the same computational tractability issues of hierarchical HMMs are incurred. However, by imposing constraints on the stack operations, the state space can be reduced to a manageable size. Possible constraints to introduce are limiting the maximum stack depth and only allowing one new preterminal semantic concept to be pushed onto the stack for each new input word. These constraints ensure that the size of the underlying probability tables are linear in stack depth, number of concept labels, and vocabulary size. As mentioned earlier in Section 2.2, such constraints effectively limit the class of supported languages to be right-branching. Although left-branching structures do exist in English, the majority of sentences can be represented as right-branching structures. In addition, right-branching structures are generally preferred because they reduce the working memory needed to represent a sentence (Phillips, 1995) . Note also that although any parse tree can be converted into a sequence of vector states, it is not a one-to-one mapping and ambiguities may arise. However for the semantic parsing task defined in this paper, we are not interested in the exact parse tree to be recovered, but only the concept/value pairs to be extracted. Even if there are ambiguities, the extracted concept/value pair will be the same. For example, assuming A and B are semantic concept labels and x and y are words, the partial parse trees B(A(x) A(y)) and B(A(x y)) would share a common HVS representation and hence would yield the same concept/values B.A ¼ x and B.A ¼ y. If the entities x and y were actually distinct, then the preterminal labels would have to be made unique.
Definition of the HVS model
The joint probability P ðN ; C; W Þ of a series of stack shift operations N , a concept vector sequence C, and a word sequence W can be decomposed as follows:
where • C t 1 denotes a sequence of vector states c 1 ::c t . c t at word position t is a vector of D t semantic concept labels (tags), i.e. c t ¼ ½c t ½1; c t ½2; . . . ; c t ½D t where c t ½1 is the preterminal concept immediately dominating the word w t and c t ½D t is the root concept (SS in Fig. 2 
denotes the previous semantic parse up to position t À 1, • n t is the vector stack shift operation and takes values in the range 0; . . . ; D tÀ1 , • c t ½1 ¼ c w t is the new preterminal semantic tag assigned to word w t at word position t.
In terms of the generic model given by Eq. (1), each move has now been factored into three terms: choice of how many elements to pop from the stack, the new concept label to push onto the stack and the word to generate given the new vector state.
The stack transition from t À 1 to t given preterminal semantic concept tag c w t for word w t is
Thus n t defines the number of semantic tags which will be popped off the stack before pushing on c w t . The case n t ¼ 0 corresponds to growing the stack by one element i.e. entering a new semantic tag. The case n t ¼ 1 corresponds to simply replacing the preterminal at word position t À 1 by c w t at word position t, the rest of the stack being unchanged. The case n t > 1 corresponds to shifting the stack i.e. popping off one or more semantic tags.
In the version of the HVS model discussed in this paper, Eq. (5) is approximated by
Training the HVS model
This section discusses training the HVS model to perform hierarchical semantic parsing. It first describes the preprocessing steps which are needed to add lexical features to the training data and augment the abstract annotations, then it briefly describes model initialization, and parameter re-estimation.
Preprocessing
As mentioned in Section 4.1, two kinds of a priori knowledge are assumed to be available or can be provided by dialogue system designers: a set of domain specific lexical classes and abstract annotations for each training utterance.
As in the FST model, the first step needed to train the HVS model is to replace all class members by their corresponding class names. Where there is ambiguity, the class covering the largest span of words is replaced first. Where a word or phrase may occur in more than one class, the first class encountered is chosen arbitrarily. Better solutions to this problem clearly exist, but in practice the problem is quite rare and it does not significantly affect performance.
Recalling again the example illustrated in Section 2.3, in the case of the HVS model, the abstract annotation RETURN(TOLOC(CITY(Dallas)) ON(DATE(Thursday))) corresponding to the utterance ''I want to return on Thursday to Dallas'' would be expanded to the flattened concept sequence RETURN RETURN+TOLOC RETURN+TOLOC+CITY(Dallas) RETURN+ON RETURN+ON+DATE(Thursday) In order to cater for irrelevant input words, a DUMMY tag is allowed everywhere in preterminal positions. In order to accommodate this, the vector state sequence is finally expanded to RETURN RETURN+DUMMY RETURN+TOLOC RETURN+TOLOC+DUMMY RETURN+TOLOC+CITY(Dallas) RETURN+TOLOC+CITY(Dallas)+DUMMY RETURN+ON RETURN+ON+DUMMY RETURN+ON+DATE(Thursday) RETURN+ON+DATE(Thursday)+DUMMY Note that this final set of vector states only provides the set of valid semantic vector states that can appear in the parse results of the current utterance. As explained further below, this set is used as a constraint in the EM re-estimation algorithm. It does not define the actual vector state transition sequence. Further note that the total number of distinct vector states required to use the HVS model for a particular application can be enumerated directly from this expanded vector state list.
Our system only allows the DUMMY tag to appear in preterminal positions, therefore, for consecutive irrelevant word inputs, the model will stay in the same vector state. Only when a relevant word input is observed will the DUMMY tag together with zero or more preceding semantic tags be popped off from the previous vector state stack and a new preterminal tag will be pushed into the stack accordingly. For a more complex domain, it may be useful to allow a DUMMY tag anywhere in a vector state, for example, RETURN+DUMMY+TOLOC may also be considered as valid. This issue will be investigated in future work.
Parameter initialization
Eqs. (9)- (11) define the three main components of the HVS model, namely, the stack shift operation, the push of a new preterminal semantic tag, and the selection of a new word. Thus, each vector state is associated with three sets of probabilities: a vector of stack shift probabilities, a vector of semantic tag probabilities, and a vector of output probabilities. The cardinalities of these three sets of probabilities are determined by the maximum vector state stack depth, the number of preterminal semantic tags, and the vocabulary size, respectively. Hence, the total information required to define an HVS model is:
• number of distinct vector states • number of preterminal semantic tags • maximum vector state stack depth • vocabulary size • for each vector state state name stack shift operation probability vector tag transition probability vectors (push of a new preterminal tag) output probability vector Having acquired all of the information required for a particular application domain, the prototype topology of an HVS model can be defined. One example of such a prototype definition is shown in Fig. 5 which uses a format similar to that described for HMM definitions in the HTK Toolkit (Young et al., 2004) .
A so-called flat start is used whereby all model parameters are initially made identical. These parameters are then iteratively refined using the EM-based re-estimation procedure described in the next section.
Parameter re-estimation
Let the complete set of model parameters be denoted by k, EM-based parameter estimation aims to maximize the expectation of LðkÞ ¼ log P ðN; C; W jkÞ given the observed data and current estimates. To do this, define the auxiliary Q function as:
The approximation of P ðN ; C; W Þ given by Eqs. (9)- (11) is
Substituting Eq. (13) into (12) and differentiating leads to the following re-estimation formulaê 
where dðw t ¼ wÞ is one iff the word at time t is w, otherwise it is zero. The key components of the above re-estimation formulae can be efficiently calculated using the forward-backward algorithm. A full derivation of the re-estimation formulae is given in Appendix B.
During training, two constraints similar to those described for the FST model are applied to limit the search space explored in the E-step. Firstly, state transitions are only allowed if both incoming and outgoing states are listed in the semantic annotation defined for the utterance. Secondly, if there is a lexical item attached to a preterminal tag of a vector state, that vector state must appear bound to that lexical item in the training annotation.
The following example illustrates how these two constraints are applied. Consider again the annotation for the utterance ''I want to return on Thursday to Dallas'' which was in abstract form
RETURN RETURN+DUMMY RETURN+TOLOC RETURN+TOLOC+DUMMY RETURN+TOLOC+CITY(X) RETURN+TOLOC+CITY(X)+DUMMY RETURN+ON RETURN+ON+DUMMY RETURN+ON+DATE(D) RETURN+ON+DATE(D)+DUMMY
The transition from RETURN+TOLOC+CITY(X) to RETURN is allowed since both states can be found in the semantic annotation. However, the transition from RETURN to FLIGHT is not allowed as FLIGHT is not listed in the semantic annotation. Also, for the lexical item X in the training utterance, the only valid vector state is RETURN+TOLOC+CITY(X) since X has to be bound with the preterminal tag CITY.
Experimental evaluation
Experiments have been conducted on a relatively simple corpus -ATIS (Dahl et al., 1994) which contains air travel information data, and a more complex corpus -DARPA Communicator Travel Data (CUData, 2004) which contains not only air travel related data but also information on hotel reservation, car rental, etc. The ATIS training set consists of 4978 utterances selected from the Class A (context independent) training data in the ATIS-2 and ATIS-3 corpora whilst the ATIS test set contains both the ATIS-3 NOV93 and DEC94 datasets. The DARPA Communicator Travel Data are available to the public as open source download. The data contain utterance transcriptions and the semantic parse results from the Phoenix parser (CUPheonix, 2003) . These parse results were hand corrected and then used to generate both the abstract training annotations and the test set reference results for our experiments. Table 1 gives the overall statistics of both ATIS and DARPA data.
In order to evaluate the performance of the model, a reference frame structure was derived for every test set utterance consisting of slot/value pairs. An example of such a reference frame is:
Show me flights from Boston to New York. Frame:FLIGHT Slots:FROMLOC.CITY ¼ Boston TOLOC:CITY ¼ NewYork Performance was then measured in terms of F -measure on slot/value pairs (Goel and Byrne, 1999) , which combines the precision (P) and recall (R) values with equal weight and is defined as
Various smoothing techniques have been tested and it was found that linear discounting for transition probabilities and Good-Turing for output probabilities yielded the best result for the FST model, whereas Witten-Bell for vector state stack operation probabilities, push of a new preterminal tag, and output probabilities achieve the highest F -measure score for the HVS model (Ney et al., 1994 (Ney et al., , 1991 .
ATIS
A set of 30 domain-specific lexical classes were extracted from the ATIS-3 database. 2 The training data was then preprocessed to replace class members by their corresponding class names as described in Sections 3.3 and 4.3. Abstract semantics for each training utterance were derived semi-automatically from the SQL queries provided in ATIS-3. After the parse results have been generated for the test sets, post-processing is required to extract relevant slot/value pairs and convert them into a format compatible with the reference frames. This post-processing depends on a pre-defined list of semantic tags to be ignored, examples of which include the sentence start/end markers, the DUMMY tag, the tags about departure and arrival indicators such as FROMLOC, TOLOC, DEPART, ARRIVE, etc. The extraction of slot/value pairs from parse results then follows the rules below:
• ignore the vector state if its preterminal tag is in the tag ignore list;
• if a preterminal tag is about location or date/time, then search the indicators of departure or arrival in its corresponding vector state in a bottom-up manner, extract the first encountered indicator tag; • for all other vector states, only extract preterminal tags, e.g., for the word flight which is tagged as SS+FLIGHT, the extracted slot/value pair is FLIGHT ¼ flight.
Note that in the slot/value pairs extraction rules described above, essentially only the semantic tag ignore list needs to be built manually, which is relatively straightforward as the number of preterminal semantic tags for any particular task is normally limited. For example, in the experimental work reported here, there are only 85 preterminal tags for the ATIS corpus and 65 preterminal tags for the DARPA Communicator data. Hence, it is easy to identify those tags which should be ignored.
Taking the HVS parse result shown in Fig. 3 as an example, the vector state associated with the word Denver is SS+FLIGHT+ARRIVE+FROMLOC+CITY, the preterminal tag CITY indicates that Denver is a location and the vector state has two location indicators ARRIVE and FROMLOC. However, only FROMLOC will be extracted as it is the first indicator found by the system when the vector state is scanned from pre-terminal tag back up towards the root tag. Therefore, the slot/value pair extracted will be FROMLOC.CITY ¼ Denver. The full list of slots extracted in this example would be: FLIGHT ¼ flight ARRIVE.CITY ¼ Burbank FROMLOC.CITY ¼ Denver ARRIVE.DAY_NAME ¼ saturday
DARPA Communicator Travel Data
The DARPA Communicator Travel Data were collected in 461 days and consist of 2211 dialogues or 38,408 utterances in total. From these, 46 days were randomly selected for use as test set data and the remainder were used for training. As the data provided contain only utterances from the user's side of the conversation, there exist some seemingly meaningless utterances such as ''No, thank you'', ''Yes, please'' etc., which were classified as ''Respond'' class in the reference annotations generated by the Phoenix parser. These utterances plus short backchannel utterances for which ''No Parse'' could be found have no defined semantics outside of an interactive dialogue context and hence have been excluded. The statistics of the DARPA Communicator Travel Data are shown in Table 2 . After cleaning up the data, the training set consists of 12,702 utterances while the test set contains 1178 utterances.
A set of 18 domain-specific lexical classes were extracted from the DARPA Communicator database. As mentioned earlier, the abstract annotations used for training and the reference annotations needed for testing were derived by hand correcting the Phoenix parse results. It should be emphasised here that the use of the Phoenix parser for generating the abstract training annotations was purely a matter of convenience. If the parser had not been available, it would have been straightforward to manually generate the abstract annotations using a simple annotation tool. It would certainly have taken far less time to do this, than it would have taken to provide detailed treebank annotations.
Experimental results
The performance of the HVS model was evaluated using both the ATIS and the DARPA Communicator corpora. The performance of the FST model on the same data was also evaluated to provide a baseline for comparison. The following sections present the evaluation results in detail. 
Evaluation of the FST baseline system
The FST model was implemented according to Eq. (3) and experiments were conducted to find the best values for n and m where n 2 ð1; 2Þ and m 2 ð2; 3Þ. The results listed in Table 3 indicate that the first order FST model ðn ¼ 1; m ¼ 2Þ gives the best performance results on both the ATIS and DARPA Communicator Travel Task corpora, this model was therefore chosen as the baseline system for subsequent experiments.
Comparison of the HVS model with the FST model
Experiments have been conducted using the FST model and the HVS model. The results are listed in Table 4 . For a simple corpus like ATIS, the HVS model outperforms the FST model by 4.1%, while for the more complex DARPA Communicator Travel corpus, it improves on the FST model by 6.6%.
The DARPA Communicator data contains a large number of short utterances due to short responses to system queries. For example, if the system asks ''What time do you want to leave Denver'', the user may simply answer ''In the morning''. Among 1178 test utterances, 847 utterances have length less than five words, while 8516 out of 12,702 training utterances contain only four or less words. Table 5 gives results partitioned by utterance length. These results show that the performance of the FST and HVS model do degrade with utterance length. The HVS model outperforms the FST model by 4.9% for short utterances and 9.6% for long utterances. From the above, we can conclude that the HVS model always outperforms the FST model and the improvement increases with more complex data and longer sentences.
Comparative parse examples generated by the FST and HVS models
The ability of the HVS model to represent hierarchical structure is illustrated in the parse examples given in Fig. 3 which have been extracted from the ATIS test results. It is clear that saturday has the strongest correlation with the phrase arrives in and should be interpreted as ARRIVE_DATE. However, such long distance dependency requires at least 5-grams to capture, which is beyond the range of the FST. As a consequence, the FST model erroneously tagged saturday as DEPARTURE_DATE since it follows FROMLOC.ON. In contrast, the HVS model was able to reproduce the hierarchical structure of the utterance. It carried forward the ARRIVE context in the stack and thereby properly interpreted saturday as an ARRIVE_DATE.
Optimal vector stack depth
The stack depth in the HVS model determines the number of previous semantic tags which can be encoded as historical context. Fig. 4 shows the variation of system performance as a function of the maximum stack depth where solid lines represent the F-measure of the ATIS test set and dashed lines represent the F-measure for the DARPA test data.
3 The optimal stack depth is 4 and this is consistent with the hierarchical complexity of the abstract semantic concepts defined in the training utterances.
Model complexity
Another interesting issue is the number of free parameters in each model. This is related to the total number of distinct states, the number of preterminal tags, and the vocabulary size. Table 6 gives the relevant statistics for the FST model and HVS model of stack depth 4. Although the state space for the HVS model is large relative to the FST model, the possible transitions between any two states are constrained by the maximum depth of the vector state stack and the condition that only one new semantic tag can be added per input word. Note also that although the FST has far fewer parameters than the HVS model, it cannot be claimed that it is being unnecessarily handicapped in the comparison with the HVS model since, as shown in Section 6.1, the simple expedient of increasing the history lengths in the FST model to take advantage of more free parameters does not yield any improvement in performance.
Conclusions
The major problem of building a statistical model for semantic processing is how to collect large quantities of training data in order to reliably estimate model parameters. In general, fully annotated tree-bank data are not available for most applications. An ideal situation would be where the initial training data could be easily provided by the dialogue designer and where the semantic parsing model could be trained directly from unannotated data in a constrained way whilst at the same time being able to capture the underlying hierarchical semantic structures. This is the motivation underlying our interest in the HVS model.
In this paper, a baseline Finite State Tagger (FST) model and the HVS model have been built and tested on the ATIS and DARPA Communicator Travel Data. The experimental results have shown that both models can be trained directly from the abstract semantics without the use of 3 Note here the actual number of semantic tags kept in a vector state is n þ 1 for the stack depth n as the root tag SS exists in all vector states. word-level annotations. However, unlike the FST, the HVS model is able to capture hierarchical structure in the semantics. Furthermore it can do this without incurring the computational tractability issues inherent in fully recursive models such as the hierarchical HMM. The current version of the HVS model only allows one new semantic concept to be pushed into a vector state stack per input word, and this may not be sufficient for a more demanding domain. We are currently investigating alternative ways to apply stack transition constraints, such as allowing more than one new concept to be added for each input word. Another important topic for future work is to port the HVS model to a real dialogue application and explore the possibilities for on-line learning. For example, if the mapping from an input utterance to semantic interpretation was initially wrong but was then repaired during the subsequent dialogue, it may be possible to use the corrected semantics to update the HVS model online.
Finally, our current HVS-based system uses only the single best hypothesis string from the recognizer. Improved performance may be gained by using the decoder to score and rank hypotheses encoded in a word lattice. Also, since the semantic decoder provides additional knowledge about dialogue acts, such knowledge may be passed back to the speech recognizer in order to constrain the recognition, for example, by conditioning the recognizer's N-gram language model. Indeed, the HVS model may be a viable replacement, for the N-gram language model itself.
Appendix B. The HVS model re-estimation formulae
The key components of Eqs. (14)- (16) are the likelihoods P ðn t ¼ n; c tÀ1 ¼ c 0 jW ; kÞ, P ðc t ½2::D ¼ c½2::DjW ; kÞ and P ðc t ¼ cjW ; kÞ. These can be efficiently calculated using the forwardbackward algorithm. First define the forward probability a as a c ðtÞ ¼ P ðw 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w t ; c t ¼ cjkÞ:
ðB:1Þ
Similarly, define the backward probability b as b c ðtÞ ¼ P ðw tþ1 ; w tþ2 ; . . . ; w T jc t ¼ c; kÞ: ðB:2Þ
Then, omitting the conditioning on W and k for clarity, the required likelihoods are Here, n Ã is the value of stack shift needed to map c 0 into c. The notation c 0 ) c denotes all valid or legal derivations from any state vector c 0 to the state vector c. This is the place where we apply the constraints on the dominance relationships between semantic concepts as described in Section 4.3.3 of the main text.
In all of the above formulae, a single training utterance is assumed. As in the case of regular HMMs, the extension to multiple utterances is straightforward. 
